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Agenda 

▪ The institution and the region it operates in 

▪ The experiences in rural retail 

▪ Specific expectations with regard to the project 

▪ The policy instrument addresses through the project  

and the possibilities to mobilize funds out of it to  

carry out interventions inspired by SARURE 
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The institution and the region  

it operates in 

 ▪ Situated in middle Germany 

▪ 184.081 inhabitants live in the Burgenlandkreis 

▪ 1.414 square kilometers district area 

▪ Municipal administration: 

▪ 33 communities (13 with city rights)  
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The institution and the region it 

operates in 

Quelle: Berechnungen TRAMP GmbH auf Basis der 5. Reg. 

Bevölkerungsprognose Sachsen-Anhalt 

▪ Shrinking percentage of young people 

 

▪ Growing percentage  

   of older people 

 

▪ High resettlement 
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• Industrial Location Burgenlandkreis 

The institution and the region it 

operates in 
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▪ Economically second  

strongest district of  

Saxony-Anhalt 

▪ Food and service industry  

as main pillars of the economy 

▪ About 10 billion of Investments  

since 1990 

 

The institution and the region it 

operates in 
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▪ Land use 

 - Nearly 70 % of the floor area of the district  

          (98.539 ha) are agricultural area 

▪  - Of it: 85.163 ha as farmland 

▪   13.376 ha as green area and others 

▪ Local farming economies in total: 389 

▪ Work force: 

▪  - In total: 2.300 (corresponding to about 3% of the  

   employed of the district) 

▪  - Of it:  1.200 full employed 

▪ Employment rate corresponds 1.4 employees per  

   100 ha with downtrend 

 

The institution and the region it 

operates in 
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The experiences in rural retail 

„Große Emma“ - OSGV 

▪ Regional Analysis of the villages Stößen, Kayna and 

Kaiserpfalz 

 

 - Find possibilities to establish regional supply     

       networks 

 - create cooperative supply locations 

 - the analysis has been made and recommendations  

        could be given 
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Specific expectations with regard  

to the project 
 

▪ get to know other regions and there strategies 

▪ build an European network to exchange knowledge 

▪ improve attractiveness of our rural areas  

▪ keep people (especially young) in the area of the 

Burgenlandkreis 

▪ create a frame where interventions ensuring the 

existence of retail services for the population can fit 
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The policy instrument addresses through the 

project and the possibilities to mobilize funds 

out of it to carry out interventions inspired by 

SARURE  

▪ ILEK BLK describes main strategy for rural development in the 

municipal district 

▪ ILEK BLK has been developed in 2006 and was updated in 2010 

▪ developed in bottom up process under the coordination of the 

District (stakeholders, networks, associations and citizens 

involved) 

▪ four priority areas:  

1. Tourism 

2. Handicraft, Business and Services 

3. Public Services and Demographic Development 

4. Agriculture, Environment and Mining 
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The policy instrument addresses through the 

project and the possibilities to mobilize funds 

out of it to carry out interventions inspired by 

SARURE  

▪ Within Area 2 retail SMEs is included 

▪ Within Area 3 defines the objectives mentioned before: 

 - improve attractiveness 

 - keep people (especially young) in the area  

 - create a frame where interventions can fit 

▪ Due to low birth rate, high death rates and negative 

migration balance the Burgenlandkreis will lose more inhabitants  

in the next years. Insufficient retail infrastructure is a big problem  

which worsens the situation. Therefore, the Burgenlandkreis 

wants to promote innovative and flexible solutions and the 

Integrated Rural Development Plan Burgenlandkreis (ILEK BLK) 

could frame them. 
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The policy instrument addresses through the 

project and the possibilities to mobilize funds 

out of it to carry out interventions inspired by 

SARURE 
▪ Mobilize funds: 

 

▪ LEADER 

▪ Regional and European Coal programs 

▪ programs for demographic changes (Demograpierichtlinie) 

▪ etc… 
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The policy instrument addresses through the 

project and the possibilities to mobilize funds 

out of it to carry out interventions inspired by 

SARURE 
Messure: restructuring of a building in Taucha to reuse as 

multifunctional building 

 

▪ The location is meeting point for different associations 

▪ The city of Hohenmölsen tries to save this location 

▪ New room system with kitchen, public services, hair dresser, 

therapists and medical 
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Thank you for your attention! 

 

Good By in the Municipal District Burgenlandkreis! 


